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* All OVERHEAD UTILITIES WILL BE CONSOLIDATED AND RAISED ON POLES LOCATED ON THE WEST SIDE OF MRCHISON ROAD, SOUTH OF CSX RAIL.
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* All Overhead Utilities Will Be Consolidated and Buryed on Poles Located on West Side of Murchison Road. CSX Rail located on Brenda Drive to Sleepy Hollow Drive.
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* All OVERHEAD UTILITIES WILL BE CONSOLIDATED AND RAISED ON POLES LOCATED ON WEST SIDE OF MURCHISON ROAD
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* All Overhead Utilities Will Be Consolidated and Raised on Poles Located on the West Side of Murchison Road
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Pelt Drive to University Avenue
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* All Overhead Utilities Will be Consolidated and Raised on Poles Located on South Side of Murchison Road
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*All Overhead Utilities Will Be Consolidated and Raised on Poles Located on the West Side of Murchison Road. University Avenue to Rosewood Avenue.
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* All OVERHEAD UTILITIES WILL BE CONSOLIDATED AND RAISED ON POLES LOCATED ON WEST SIDE OF MECKLENBURG COUNTY ROAD NO. 1286 (MURCHISON ROAD), BETWEEN ROSEWOOD AVENUE TO LANGDON STREET.